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Siemens builds Protection Automation and Control
Laboratory for Power Grid Corporation of India Limited
•

The first-of-its-kind Protection Automation and Control Laboratory is part of
POWERGRID Advanced Research and Technology Centre (PARTeC) at Manesar,
Haryana

•

The laboratory has a robust test bed to facilitate detailed studies, training and
competency building on new transmission technologies

Siemens Limited has set up the Protection Automation and Control Laboratory, an integral part of
POWERGRID Advanced Research and Technology Centre (PARTeC) for Power Grid Corporation of
India Ltd. (POWERGRID). The laboratory located in Manesar, Haryana is the first of its kind in India.
The project was implemented meeting critical time schedules.

The laboratory has been designed to be used for advanced studies and research on digital substation
technologies, multivendor interoperability studies, conformance tests of servers, clients and
engineering tools, cyber security-related vulnerabilities and patch management activities, network
optimization tests and studies, training and competency building.
Robert Demann, Head, Smart Infrastructure, Siemens Limited, said, “The addition of the Protection
Automation and Control Laboratory expands the spectrum of research and technology development
that the PARTeC is capable of. This is a key milestone in India’s journey toward reliable power and
widespread installation of digital substations. Together, Siemens and POWERGRID are envisioning
the future of energy in India, especially for the power transmission landscape.”

The laboratory has a robust test bed to facilitate detailed studies on new transmission technologies.
Siemens supplied various digital substation technologies, including process bus and cyber securitycompliant Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs), simulation tools, International Electrotechnical
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Commission (IEC) 61850-10 IED conformance tool and the latest communication and networking
equipment. Siemens was also involved in engineering, installation, testing and training.

Digital substation implementation by POWERGRID is one of the drivers in the digitalization revolution
which will make the grid more smart, efficient and reliable. This lab will focus on research in various
facets of digital substations such as design optimization, vulnerability assessment, effective
implementation etc. helping in accomplishing the digitalization objective of POWERGRID and
benefitting the nation.
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Siemens Limited focuses on the areas of power generation and distribution, intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed energy
systems, and automation and digitalization in the process and manufacturing industries. It is also a leading supplier of smart mobility
solutions for rail and road transport and infrastructure solutions for Smart Cities. Siemens Limited, in which Siemens AG holds 75% of the
capital, is the flagship listed company of Siemens AG in India. As of September 30, 2018, Siemens Limited had Revenue of INR 12,293
crore and 9,452 employees. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.co.in.
Forward-looking statements: “This document contains forward-looking statements based on beliefs of Siemens' management. The words
'anticipate', ‘believe’, ‘estimate’, ‘forecast’, ‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘plan’, ‘should’, and ‘project’ are used to identify forward looking statements.
Such statements reflect the company's current views with respect to the future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Many
factors could cause the actual result to be materially different, including, amongst others, changes in the general economic and business
conditions, changes in currency exchange rates and interest rates, introduction of competing products, lack of acceptance of new products
or services, and changes in business strategy. Actual results may vary materially from those projected here. Siemens does not intend to
assume any obligation to update these forward-looking statements.”
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